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U

INTRODUCTIQO

The purpose of this report is to provide additional information to support

f the safe shutdown earthquake ground motions used to design the Sequoyah,

Watts Bar, and Bellefonte nuclear power plants as requested by a memorandum

fl from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission dated December 27, 1977.

3 In the eastern United States, a tectonic province approach is used to

specify the design earthquake. The three nuclear power plants in question

U lie within the Southern Appalachian Tectonic Province (SATP). The largest

3 historic earthquake and thus the controlling event in this province is the

May 31, 1897, Giles County earthquake. This event will be discussed as it

* applies to the plant design.

3 The development of seismic design criteria should include an overview of not

only the earthquake motions but also the seismic analysis processes and the

3 structural and mechanical design. These items need to be considered as a

unit when assessing the level of earthquake design of a nuclear power plant.

When each step is considered as a separate entity and by different groups,

3an overly conservative earthquake design is the result. In developing

seismic design criteria, TVA uses an integrated assessment which includes an

evaluation of all the factors which affect the earthquake design. TVA is of

the opinion that based on such an integrated assessment, the earthquake

design of Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Bellefonte is conservative and justified.

3 The earthquake ground motion specifications for the above plants are

summarized in appendix C and discussed also in the respective Final Safety

IAnalysis Reports. Examination of the response spectra shows that
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justification of the Sequoyah site would obviate arguments for Watts Bar and

Eellefonte since the criteria applied to those are more conservative.

The multiple aspects which were considered in order to define the SSE ground

motion specifications are grouped into the following four sections:

1. Modified Mercalli intensity rating.

2. Intensity-acceleration relationships.

3. Relations between maximum historic earthquake, peak acceleration,

epicentral intensity, and geology.

4. Seismic design criteria for the Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Bellefonte

nuclear power plants.

In these sections, arguments are presented which demonstrates the criteria

utilized for the design of the plants are conservative. Inferences drawn

from the material presented in these four sections are contained in a fifth

section under the heading Concluding Remarks.
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1. Modified Mercalli Intensity Rating

The modified Mercalli intensity scale (MMI) as defined by

Richter 1 -Wood & Neumann 2 is generally accepted in the U.S. to describe

in numerical form the visible effects of earthquakes. To obtain an

overview of the area affected by a particular earthquake, "'isoseismal'u maps are constructed. Such contouring of seismic intensity areas must

be examined thoroughly on its merits for two reasons: The first being

* that especially for earthquakes which occurred in sparsely populated

areas the 'resolution" is poor. Secondly, such contours are seldom

mapped on geologic maps to show possible relation between ground motion

g and geologic properties of the underlying rock formation. Similar

concerns are expressed by academicians as well as other investigators in

3 the field of seismology. Excerpts of their concerns are included in

Appendix A, comprising a more detailed discussion on the subject.

HU
I
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2. Intensity-Acceleration Relationships

NRC's guideliines for earthquake design of nuclear power plants call for

design response spectra scaled to the estimated peak acceleration of the

largest historic earthquake. Current specifications associate a MM

intensity VIII with a peak acceleration of 0.25 g. Considerations

leading to the above specifications were a result, to a large extent, of

studies undertaken by Trifunac and Brady4. Empirical equations

developed from this study associate an intensity of MMI VIII with a mean

peak horizontal acceleration of approximately 0.25 g. However, remarks

made by the authors and interpretations of the data presented infer that

the postulated formulae define an upper bound of the expected peak

acceleration rather than a mean. For example, the data contained in

their report indicate that an MMI VIII produces a mean horizontal peak

acceleration of 167 cm/sec 2 (0.17 g) with a standard deviation of 84

cm/sec 2 (0.09 g).

A similar em ,pirical formula propounded by Murphy and O'Brien5 indicates

that an MMI VIII produces a horizontal peak acceleration of 151 cm/sec 2

(0.15 g) with a reported antilog of standard error of estimate of 2.19.

A concise discussion on the more noteworthy of relationships which

emanated from diverse intensity correlation studies is contained in a

report by Krinitsky & Changl 3 . Figure 1 is a graphic representation of

several of these relationships, including those suggested by Trifunac &

Brady4 and Murphy & O'Brien 5 . It appears that, within the realm of the

state of the art, the relationships proposed by Murphy & O'Brien
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have considerable merit and should be judged the most up-to-date

estimates of earthquake induced motion. A discussion of the design

criteria which are obtained by combining the above formulae with proper

I constraints is contained in section 4.

I
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3. Relations Between Maximum Historic Earthquake, Peak Acceleration,

Epicentral Intensity, and Geology

Although such terms as '"bad ground" and "good ground" in relation to

earthquake'resistant design were coined many years ago, hard data to

correlate geologic character of rock foundation to the earthquake

induced motions have only begun to appear in the last several years.

Nevertheless a general classification relating rock type to ground

motion characteristics has been obtained by several investigators. A

detailed discussion is contained in appendix B, the main conclusions

being that for a given earthquake and disregarding the large dispersion

of the data, the peak accelerations are largest on "intermediate" sites,

of intermediate value on "hard rock" sites and lowest for '"deep

alluvium" sites. These conclusions are mostly qualitative in nature

except for a study by Mohraz 7 which assigns observed differences in

percentages, i.e., maximum acceleration amplification for alluvium sites

of 30-foot thickness or less on basement rock is approximately 40

percent greater than that for deep alluvium and approximately 33 percent

greater than that for hard rock sites.

Mohraz 7 suggests that better correlation may be obtained if intensity is

compared to velocity/acceleration/displacement ratios.

However, the fact remains that until more definite correlations are

obtained heavy reliance on historic data will dictate the design

criteria. 2Hence the intensity which was assigned to the Giles County

earthquake, is of major importance. From the evidence noted in
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appendix B, TVA concludes that the May 1897 Giles County, VA, earthquake

should be assigned an intensity MMI VII or MMI VIII depending on a set

of mutually exclusive criteria discussed in section 4.
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4. Seismic Design Criteria for the Sequoyah. Watts Bar,

and Bellefonte Nuclear Power Plants

The following three criteria constitute the basic premise leading to the

justification of design criteria used for the above nuclear power

plants.

1. Near-field effects of earthquake induced ground motions are not

considered applicable.

2. The Murphy-O'Brien 5 intensity-acceleration relationships are

considered the best fit to the available data.

3. The design peak acceleration obtained' from (2) is assumed to b6

referenced to "top of ground." The corresponding peak acceleration

for "top of rock" shall be obtained by appropriately modifyingý"top

of ground" values.

C
The first~criterion is consistent with the licensing practice for all

eastern U;S. nuclear power plants. The underlying assumption being that

the selected nuclear power plant sites are far enough removed from

potential earthquake foci to exclude the influence of high frequency

ground motion characteristics of near field rock sites. Particularly

when the design requirements are referenced to the largest (distant)

historic earthquake, as is the case in the SATP, this philosophy appears

to be well founded.

The second criterion was adopted after comparison of the relationships

proposed by Murphy-O'Brien 5 with those of other investigators.
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The third criterion infers that the structures under investigation are

anchored to a base which constitutes the top of the solid rock formation

underlying the plant site. Material to justify and/or document the

preceding arguments and a discussion of the results obtained are

contained in appendix C.

If the above criteria are applied to the largest historic earthquake

within the tectonic province of the three sites, the following mean

horizontal peak accelerations referenced to "top of ground" at the site

can be deduced.

a. Assigning an intensity MMI VIII to the Giles County earthquake the

Murphy-O'Brien relationship (Figure 2) result in a mean peak

acceleration of 0.15 g.

b. Assigning an intensity MMI VII to the Giles County earthquake in

accordance with constraints discussed in appendix C, the

Trifunac-Brady relationship (Figure 3) result in a mean peak

acceleration of 0.13 g.

c. Assigning an intensity MMI VIII to the Giles County earthquake using

the Tifunac-Brady relationship and in addition using the Mohraz

results to relate this level of acceleration to a "rock" site, the

mean peak acceleration referenced to "top of rock" is 0.17 g9.

d. Using recommendations by NewmarkI 0 which recognize that design

criteria have to be based on "effective" value of the
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acceleration. the design acceleration would be 0.13 g or less (see

appendix C).

Thus, the design criteria which are referenced to a mean peak z

acceleration of 0.15 g are considered an adequate presentation of the

actual conditions which would prevail during an earthquake equal to

the maximum historic earthquake-.
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5. CONCLUDING REMPRKS

As indicated at the beginning of this response, TVA feels that an

integrated approach to the design of nuclear power plants which includes

an evaluation of those factors affecting the conservatism of the final

results is the most satisfactory and rational method to arrive at design

parameters.

This response deals only with one facet of a complex set of geologic,

geophysical, structural, and economic constraints which must be

satisfied. The arguments presented to justify the seismic design

criteria can be summarized as follows:

1. The MMI of the 1897 Giles County earthquake is a MMI VII-VIII.

2. The intensity rating for the 1897 Giles County earthquake is soil

biased, inferring that for the same earthquake the intensity on rock

would be less.

3. The Murphy-O'Brien intensity-acceleration relationship is the most

appropriate.

4. A typical characteristic of earthquake induced ground motion is that

its magnitude decreases with depth.

In this context, TVA is of the opinion that the earthquake design

criteria applied are conservative and ensure safe operation of: the

facilities.
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MODIFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY RATING

Seismologists and engineers have noted that during an earthquake structures

founded on soil respond more violently to the earthquake than do structures

founded on rock. Many earthquakes recorded in "U.S. Earthquakes" have

intensities based on structures founded on soil. The soil intensity concept

is also logical when one considers the geographic and topographic setting of

the towns reporting an earthquake, particularly if pre-1920 earthquakes are

considered. For example, at the time the Giles County earthquake occurred,

most towns were established along streams and in valleys (Figure 4).

Consequently houses and town buildings are founded on alluvium or residuum

of varying thickness. (It has only been in the recent 50 years or so that

individuals or communities have found sites so scarce as to justify the

costs associated with rock removal.)

In a study on this topic Evernden 3 concludes: "...If no discipline is

imposed by correlation of observations with geology, this leads to maps in

large part expressing values observed if the entire area were alluvium, the

argument being that almost all observations were obtained from alluvial

sites." This argument should be equally applicable in the eastern U.S.

since settlements occurred in valleys and flat areas where alluvial deposits

are common.

To further illustrate the dilemma in assigning intensities to regional areas

of ground motion the following excerpts are presented:
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Evernden 3 ,:...The published contours of seismic intensity are grossly

deceiving unless properly interpreted. To date, the intensity data are

always entered on a base map having no geologic information. Inasmuch as

the most sensitive ground condition is alluvium, either in stream or river

valleys and because most living sites are on such ground, particularly in

remote areas!, data from such points predominate in reported intensity

values..."

Trifunac & Brady 4 "...The difficulty associated with characterization of

earthquake risk by an intensity scale is that, as will be shown in this

paper, the subjective and qualitative nature of intensity scale allows only

a first order correlation with the measured parameters...

Ambraseys 5 "... One of the main problems in seismic micro-regionalisation is

the classification and mapping of soil deposits according to their

properties of modifying bedrock earthquake movement...'

Campbell & Duke 6 "... Because of such factors as soil amplification and

instability,,earthquake damage and intensity are strongly influenced by

local site condition...'

Therefore proper interpretation of intensity ratings of historic earthquakes.

is a necessary part of the justification of methods and practices used by

TVA to arrive at the design criteria in question.

The following comments on the subject are included to corroborate the above

statements.
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Branner, J. C., Earthquake of August 16, 1906, Valparaiso,
Chile, Bulletin of the. Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 1, No. 2, p- 42, June 1911.

"The city of Valparaiso is built upon loose
materials that fill the lanpward end of. the original
bay, and extends up the faces of the surrounding hills
of massive eruptive rocks on all sides. The nap shows
that the low flat land made of loose materials and
filled with water was the area of high intensity, andthe contrast betwe~ejt .h _ntejsit, f th!ishLaw
qr ound and the -, azan.tensit• of the bh£i :g_.wgas
still perfectly evident on all sides. when I visited
Valparaiso 'n Februaryj,- Z908...

Borcherdt, Roger D., and Ja..es F. Gibbs, Effects of Local
Geological Conditions in the San Francisco Bay Region
on Ground Motions and the Intensities of the 1906
Earthquake, Bulletin of the Seismological Sbciety of
America, Vol. 66, No. 2, p. 467, Abstract, April, 1976.

"Measurements of ground motion genera ted by nu-
clear explosions in Nevada have been completed for 99
locations in the San Francisco Bay region, California.
The recordings show marked amrlitude variations in the
frequency band 0.25 to 3.0 Hz that are consistently
related to the local geological conditions of the
recording site. The average spectral amplifications
observed for vertical and horizontal ground motions
are, respectively: (1,1) for granite, (1.5, 1.6) forthe Franciscan Formation_(53.0, 2.?) for the Santa Clara
Formation, (3.3, 4.4) for alluvium, and (3.7, 11.3) for
bay mud. Spectral amplification curves define pre-
dominant ground frequencies in the band 0.25 to 3.0 E
for bay mud sites and for some alluvial sites. Am-
plitude spectra computed from recordings of seismic
backgrozznd n-oi-se at 50 sites do not generally define
predominant ground frequencies.

"¶he intensities asc,,ibed to various s9ites in theSan Francisco Bay region for the California earthquake
of April 18, 2906, are strongly dependent on distancefrom the zone of surface faulting and the geological
character of the ground. Considering only 'those sites
(approximately one square city block in size) for which
there is good evidence for the degree of ascribed
intensity, the intensities for 917 sites on Franciscan
rocks generally decrease with the logarithmi ofdistance
as

"Intensity = 2.69 - 1.90 log
* (Distance in kiZor-eters)" (.)

-3-



Branner,IJ.. C., Earthquake of March 20, 1861, 'Mendoza."
Argentina, Bulletin of the Seismological Society ,of
Amerýica, Vol. 1, No. 2., p. 41, June 1911.

i "One of these areas is on the plains about Uspa :- 3
- Zata half way between Mendoz~a and the pass over the 3

Andes. But the Uspallata plain is a flat-floored
moun'tain valley filled to a great depth with loose
water-soaked materials, and it seems probable that the U
h'gh intensity at UspalZata was due to these local
favorable conditions.

"The great loss of'life at Mendoza is to be,
attributed to high intensity due to water in the-in-
coherent deep gravels on which the city was built in
combination with the character of the buildings."

Staunton, W. F., Earthquake of June 11, 1887, Southern
Arizona, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 26, March 1918.

"Engineering and Mining. Journal of June It, 1887,
covering surface effects in southern Arizona.

"It appears to be well established that the vi-.
brations were of sufficient intensity to constitute a
faii working test of what earthquake vibrations might
be expected to do to mine workings in their paths. At
that time the mines of Bisbee and Tombstone were very iextensively opened, and there were many miles of under-
ground workings, including many large cavernous open
stopes in the limestone, wit:h little timbering.
Notwithstanding these conditions, the actual damage
underground was only trifling, while on the surface the
shocks were sufficient to cause plaster to fall, to U
throw down chimneys, and disarrange foundations so as
to rýequire the resetting of engines."

Loram, S., H., Earthquake of December 1903, Canutillo, Chile,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 2,
No. 4, p. 244, December 1912. i

"The first shock did rellatively little damage
because the district is thin.ly populated. Moreover,
the houses are only one story high, and constructed I
either of light plastercovered framework or of adobe
with walls a meter thick. Many of the latter, however.,
were cracked badly enough to render them quite useless.
The "damage to buildings standing on aluvvi-um was Very
much greater than the damage: to those on rock founda-
tion; of the stone walls there were very few left I
standing."
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"For sites on other geological units, intensity
increments, derived from this empirical relati6n,
correlate strongly with the Average Horizontal Spectral
Amplifications (AHSA) according to the empirical relation

Intensity Increment = 0.2? + 2.70 log
(AHSA). (2)

"Average intensity increments predicted for the
various geological units are -0.3 for granite. 0.2 for
the Franciscan Formation, 0.6 for the Great Valley
sequence, 0.8 for the Santa Clara Formation, 1. 3 foralluvium, and 2.4 for bay mud. The maximum intensity
map predicted on the basis of these data delineates
areas in the San Francisco Bay region of potentially
high intensity for large earthquakes on either the San
Andreas fault or the Hayward fault. The map provides a
crude form of seismic zonation for the region and may
be useful for certain general types of land-use zonation."

Vickery, Frederick P., Earthquakes ofmApril 18, 1906, San
Francisco, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 81, March, 1921.

"Experience shows that damage done by destructive
earthquakes is much greater on alluvial soil than on
solid rock.... Probably the be'st example we have is the
city of San Francisco itself, 1 which was built variously

on solid rock, on sand, on natural alluvium, and on
'made ground.' The descriptign of the destruction done
in the city shows that wi-thini its limits the character
of the foundation was a far more potent factor in
determining the damage done than nearness to the fault
line. This is not a question of transmission of
vibrations, for, on account of the higher elasticity of
solid rock, it would transmit vibrations far better
than alluvium."

Vickery, Frederick P., Earthquake of April 18, 190ý6, San
Francisco, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 82, March, 1921.

"At a later point in the same chapter Mrx. Reid
states 'that the damage on small marshes may frepresent
an acceleration as much as 12 times as great "as on

-solid rock; on made land, from 4.4 to 11.6 ti•.•mes as
--great;' on loose sand, from 2.4 to 4.4; and on1 sands tone,
from 1 to 2.4. Although it has been well known that

.the apparent acceleration on soft land is mud h greater
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thaw on rock, the ratios obtained seem very much |greater than had been suspected.'

i "In regard to cities situated on alluvium at a
cons.iderable distance from the source of the shock,
Mr. Reid finds that such cities as Sacramento, San
Jose, Willits, and Salinas, as well as the west side of
the San Joaquin Valley, suffered from two to sixt.een
time's as intensely as if the ground on which they stoodhad been solid rock.`"

Branner, J. C., Earthquake of January 14, 1907, Kingston,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,.
Vol. l, No. 2, p. 43, June, 1911. I
"...The city is built upon an alluvial fan that slopes
gently seaward from the base of the high mountains a
few miles north of the city. The town known as PortRoyal stands upon a long slender spit that rises but
little above tide level. I have not been able to
obtain a map showing the distribution of intensities at-the time of the earthquake of January, 1907,. but in-quiries made by me in that city in March, 1908, show
thatlit is a matter of common information that the ,serious damage done by that earthquake was confined tothe low ground, apparently of incoherent materials, and
near the water." I

Reid, Harry Fielding, and Stephen Taber, Earthquake of Oc-tober 11, 1918, Puerto Rico, Bulletin of the Seismo-
logial Society of America, Vol. 11, No. 4, p. 97,December, 1919.

""The apparent intensity was always greater on the Ialluvial soils than at corresponding points on rock or
residual soil, and this effect was most noticeable on
alluvial soils where the ground water stood close to I,the surface."

Reid, Harry Fielding, and Stephen Taber, Earthquake of
October 11, 1918, Puerto Rico, Bulletin of the Seismo-
logical Society of America, Vol. 11, No. 4, p. 101,
December, 1919. 3

."The destruction of property was greater pro-
portinately in Aguada and Aiasco than in any othertowns,, while between them liei Rincn, which suffered I
comparatively little. All three of these towns arc
located close to the west coast of Porto Rico, but

I



Aiasco is about twelve kilometers farther from the
origin than the other two. Aguada and Aiasco are both
built on flat alluvial ground, only seven or eightmeters above sea level, and the ground water stands
from one to three meters below the surface. The rela-
tive immunity of Rincon is to be explained partly by
its location on rock and residual soil, and partly by
the character of its buildings, most of which are.of
concrete or of wood and are only one story in height.
Such buildings suffered little injury at any place.

"At both Aguada and Anasco several concrete build-
ings of fair material, having walls fifteen to twenty-
three centimeters thick, with little or no reinforce-
ment, were badly cracked and even partly thrown down.
Other buildings, one and two stories in height, built
of good concrete and well reinforced with steel rods,
were uninjured except for a few small cracks. The
school houses were of ferroconcrete, and they were
practically uninjured. Buildings constructed of mampo-
steria and of brick were largely demolished...and the
walls that remained standing were in most cases so
badly cracked as to make their removal necessary.
Wood-frame buildings were not damaged except in a few
instances where the timbers had been eaten out by
insects or had rotted."

Reid, Harry Fielding, and Stephen Taber, Earthquake of Oc-
tober 11, 1918, Puerto Rico, Bulletin of the Seismo-
logical Society of America, Vol. 9, No. 4, p. 102,
December, 1919.

"...The relatively high intensity at Mayaguez is due to
the fact that much of the town is built on alluvial
ground, which is in places saturated with water."

Reid, Harry Fielding, and Stephen Taber, Earthquake of Oc-
tober 11, 1918, Puerto Rico, Bulletin of the Seismo-
logical Society of America, Vol. 9, No. 4, P. 103,

iDecember, 1919.

"Cayey, located in the mountains at an altitude of
380 meters (1247 feet), is built on rock and `residual
soil. The intensity here was about the same as at San
Juan. At Caguas the apparent intensity was a! little
higher, although it is farther from the origi$n than San
Juan or Caycy. Caguas, however, is built on :)the al-
luvial soil of a broad, flat valley floor, and water is

ý'encountered at depths of from one and one-half to four
meters below the surface.

-7-



'At Humacao, near the eastern end of the island,
the apparent intensity, between VI and VII, was much I
higher' than at other neighboring towns. Humacao is.
built .on o broad alluvial plain surrounded by steep I
footh~ills and mountains, which come down close to 'theI
town, .and the water table is said to stand within one
to one: and one-half meters of the surface. The Munici-
pal Building and the Catholic Church, both of whichk are I
built .of mamposteria, were rather badly cracked, and
several houses were slightly injured. Yabucoa, onZy
twelv' kilometers southwest of Humacao, is located on a I
low hill, the Surface of which is lcovered with residua

soil derived from underlying granite, and the town
suffered almost no damage from the earthquake. " -I

Kemnitzer, ' William, Earthquake of July 24, 1921, Central,
California, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 11, Nos. 3 and 4, p. 189, September-
December, 1921.

"...At this point, which is on firm rock, the shock was
generally felt by everyone;, persons asleep were wakened;
movable objects were overturned; and milk was thrown
from open pans. Practically every person in the region
of highest intensity said the tremors were preceded by
a distinct rumbling sound, somewhat like that of a
fast-moving train. I

"More or less equidistant from the epicenter are

the towns of Gilroy, Watsonvilie, Salinas, and Hollister.
These: towns are built upon alluvium, and, without I
exception, the intensity of the shock in these plaýýes
was somewhat higher than at places at equal distances
from 'the epicenter that were on solid rock. "

Jaggar, T. A., Earthquake of September 1, 1923, Y-okohama,
Tokyo, Japan, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 134, December, 1923.

"...In Tokyo there were persons in well built low
houses in the hilly suburbs who thought the main earth-
quake7 no greater than the shoclk of April, 1922, and who
were surprised to learn of a great disaster in the
lowlands of the city."

Jaggar, T A., Earthquake of Septermber 1, 1923, Yokohama,
Tokyo, Japan, Bulletin of the Seismological'Society of
America, Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 141, December, 1923.

."At Akasaka lill our way lay through a residential
cect-ion, with small shops bordering each side of t~he
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main street. As we left the burning district behind we
observed the damage to buildings was slight compared
with damages down in town. Our lane was filled with
debris of our neighbor's brick wall."

Jaggar, T. A., Earthquake of September 1, 1923, Yokohama,
Tokyo, Japan, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 144, December, 1923.

"Construction in general is a matter of building
codes and sites, and soft ground is much more dangerous
than rocky ground..."

Anderson, Robert, Earthquake of September, 1923, Tokyo,
Japan, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 100, June, 1925.

."1. The comparative weakness of the earthquake of
September 1923, at least in Tokyo, in comparison with
the idea that one forms of the magnitude of the catas-
trophe.

"2. The striking evidence that intensity of the
shocks was magnified on low, alluvial, water-'soaked
ground, and that destructivity was far''less on slightly
elevated ground."

Anderson, Robert, Earthquake of September,'1923, Tokyo,
Japan, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 101, June, 1925.

"The great contrastin destructivity of the earth-
quake in deposits of these two types, not markedly
different in origin and character, is probably in the
main due to the difference in quantity and depth of the
water content, and is an eloquent illustration of the
importance of this..."

Nunn, Herbert, Earthquake of June 29, /••' Santa Barbara,
California, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
Atmerica, Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 317, December, 1925.

"The nature of the ground beneath the building was
also an important factor, as buildings constructed over
swampy ground, or on sand, regardless of the type of
construction, were damaged more than buildings of
similar type constructed over clay, or other solid
materials.,
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Nunn' Herbert, Earthquake of June 29, /1795, Santa Barbara,
California, Bulletin of the Seismological Society Of__I
America, Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 319, December, 1925.

-"I. Unstable ground should be avoided when
poss ble; but if it is necessary to construct on
swampy or sandy land, additional precautions should betaken to secure good footings thro:ugh the use of Ipiling, or reinforced concrete."

Iludgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 87, 'June, 1925.

"The damage in the city of Quebec was confined to
the section known as lower town, bordering the St. Law-
rence or St. Charles rivers where the depth of soil is
ýconsiderable. The damage in the rocky section of uppertown was nil." "

Hudgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 87 and 88,
June, 1925.

"...The sheds stand on the filled land sixty-six feet
deep :and within a hundred feet of the river.

;"The sheds were emipty at" the time of the earth-quake. The movement of the earth to the north and west
and the shaking caused the fill to settle and a crack
about an inch and a half-wide. opened between the sheds
and the edge of the wharf in' the then frozen earth.Inside the building a similar-crack ran for several I
hundred feet, parallel to the' length and about twenty
feet from the north wall...."

Hudgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol. 15,. No. 2, pp. 89 and 90, IJune,' 1925.

"The chief damage in the: area was found in two old
stone buildings-one a jail, the other an ancientseignioridi manor. Both are built with thick stone
walls; both stand on deep 'sand slopes; and both arebadly cracked..... 'The church "at Ualbaic has a massive Istone front with stucco side" walls. It might be ex-
pected that the stone would puZll awJay from the plaster
walls. But the building stan'ds on rock and no damage
has resulted." I
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Hudgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 90, June, 1925.

"The mountainous nature of the country north of
the St. Lawrence is in striking contrast with the deepalluvial soil of the valleys of the south shore. It is
believed that the comparative freedom from damage found
at Bale St. Paul may be credited to the nature of the
terrain and to the fact that the heavy buildings,
church, hospital, etc., are comparatively new and arevery well built."

Hudgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 91, June, 1925.

"Two old stone houses in the district of Rivere
Oue lie were badly damaged. They had to be abandoned.
Stone houses are not very common in this section.
Those that do appear are generally old. In spite of
the fact that these two houses on deep soil were com-
pletely damaged, other houses, some equally old and
within twenty-five miles of this same place were not
injured. They stood on rocky ground. Thus the damage
here was due to the terrain and type of constru:ction as
well as proximity to the epicenter. The frame houses
are, in general, without plaster. "

Hudgson, Ernest A., Earthquake of February 28, 1925,
St. Lawrence Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America, Vol.- 15, No. 2, p. 91, June, 1925.

"Great icicles were common in Quebec city at the
time of the earthquake. They were not displaced by it.The keeper of a little notion store in full view of
some extra large specimens assured me that they had
been there at the time of the earthquake. He said hedidn't believe there had been much of an earthquake.
It was all newspaper talk. Nothing had fallen in his
shop and he hadn't noticed the tremor. He was' quite
sincere. His store was within a quarter of a mile of
the damaged harbor works but was on the solid 4ock of
the cliff."

Abbott-, C. D., Earthquake of February 28, 1925, St. Lawrence
Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological Society ofAmerica, Vol. 16, No. 2, p. 133, June, 1926.

... The intensity at Quebec murst also have been neary
VIII in parts of the 'Lower Town, ' while on the rock
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formattion of 'Upper Town' icicles on buildings werea not
dislodged. On the tops of the clay ridges at Shawinii-
gan FailZs the intensity seems to have been somewhat:
less t~han VIII, while in the well-drained valleys
nedrer irock the damage was inconsequential and indi- Icates lan intensity not greater than VI. At Three
Rivers" the intensity appears to have been about VII:,ý'

Abbott, C. 'D., Earthquake of February 28, 1925, St. Lawrence
Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 16, No. 2, p. 139, June, 1926.

"All noteworthy damage wad to structures on the
tops o-f the clay ridges. A peculiarity was the fact'
that walls of several buildings were shaken. The IShawin-igan Water and Power Company's brick buildings,
are founded on rock and received no. injury."

Abbott, C. D., Earthquake of February 28, 1925, St. Lawrence
Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 16, No. 2, p. 142, June, 1926.

"The Power Houses Nos. 1 and 16 are located lessthan 300 feet north of the south end of the main plant,
at abokt 160 feet lower elevations, and are understood
to be founded on rock. These buildings also have
pitched roofs on steel trusses, much like the buildingsof the main plant. However, they received no injury,probably because they were on rock."

Abbott, C. D., Earthquake of February 28, 1925, St. Lawrence
Valley, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 16, No. 2, p. 144, June, 1926.

"I. Deep alluvial deposits like those at Three
Rivers and high unstable ridges like those at Shawini-
gan Falls are particularly susceptible to earthquakevibrations. Buildings founded on rock are unlikely tobe damaged by an ordinary shock."

Dewell, Henry D., and Bailey Willis, Earthquake of June 29, 31925, Santa Barbara, California, Bulletin of the Seis-
mological Society of America, Vol. 25, No.4, p. 2988,
December, 1925. 3

"(5) The nature of the ground affects the dao-
tructive intensity of any given shock. In loose drz:
ground the initial push may be/dauped to some extent,but the soil is apt to shake down in the followingvibrat'ions. In loose, water-filled ground the initial I
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shock i, -tranc;rmitted with full Force on account of the
rigidity of water and the subsequent shaking is of
large amplitude because the moaterial offers but little
elastic resistance to distortion. The effect of the
combined shocks diminishes in dangerous character as
the elastic resistance of the foundation material
increases, so that a structure built on firm rock is
not likely to suffer damage, unless very weak or very
near the fault of origin of the earthquake.

"(6) From the preceding it follows that a struc-
ture, which is necessarily placed on poor foundation
material (or which is Located near a fault) should be
designed to resist correspondingly violent movements."

Bodle, R. R., Earthquake of August 12, 1925, St. Lawrence
Valley, Earthquake Notes, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 5, Octo-
ber 25, 1929.

"Mr. W. 14. Dawley who made a spegiial investigation
in the region reports that he was strongly impressed
with the narrow limits of material damage which oc-
curred almost entirely on high level ground and over a
bed of glacial till, probably about forty or fifty feet
thick. A map which he has very kindly furnished isshown below. The dotted line surrounds the area which
Mr. Dawley thinks was most severely affected. "

Wood, Harry 0., Earthquake of March 10, 1933, California,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of-.America,
Vol. 23, No. 2, p. 50-51, April, 1933.

."Inside the area mentioned there are many places
where significant damage was not conspicuous-on hilly
ground or where underground conditions were not un-
favorable and construction not too bad or unsuitable.
This was noticeably the case on the compact sedimentary
rock of the San Pedro Hills west of Long Bead'h. In
fact a considerable part of the area appeared to be
characterized by intensity lower than grade , I of the
1931 scale. Even in the most vivorously shaken areas
excellent construction on well-chosen or wellj-prepared
foundations suffered relatively little, even at Compton
where the proportion of damaged structures wa!s greatest
and the scene of destruction the most spectai;ular.

,,Many chimneys remained standing in districts :where
general damage was conspicuous; but in a hur'ried
survey there was no time to ascertain whether" these
were wholly undamaged.
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!'Thus it is obvious, as on previous occasions,;
that much of the spectacular structural damage was due
(1) to bad natural ground or grading-made land, or'deep
water-soaked alluvium or sand; and (2) to bad or
unsuitably designed construction-bad foundation struc- I
luresý little or no provision against the stresses,
caused by earthquakes, bad or unsuitable materials;,, bad
workm&nship, or some combination of these factors.!i
Theseaunfavorable conditions appear to have been more
prevalent than usual. Serious structural damage re-
sultea at many places well distributed throughout the
area 6utlined. It was markedly greater in business'
districts than in the surroundi-ng or adjoining resi-
dential districts.... "

Wood, Harry 0., Earthquake of March 10, 1933, Bulletin of
the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 23, No. -2,
p. 5 2

1 cl.

!'Nevertheless it must be emphasized here that aswas so conspicuously the case in San Franclsco in 1906,
and in practically all other cases also, the localities
marked by conspicuous and extdhsive damage which are
situated at several miles' distance from the epiceniter,
so accurately determined in this instance, are places
where;the natural ground is bad--made ground or loose
alluvium, heavily charged with water in most spectacu-
lar effects were seen. Compton, Willowbrook, Lynwood,Southgate, Huntington Park, near-by points where n

the damage was very considerable are on ground formerly
marshy in part, along Compton Creek and the former 3
courses of the Los Angel-es River, with deep deposits of
loose, wet alluvium beneath. In places today water
extends nearly to the surface. Santa Ana and other
place? badly damaged near by are on the plain built by
the shifting of the Santa Ana River. Bad ground, and
unsuitable or bad building, characterized all these
places. Now in San Francisco in 1906 it was demon- I
strated conclusively that the more serious damage was
intimately associated with thd bad foundation ground.
It was strikingly clear that the 'apparent' intensity I
was greatly less on rock on Telegraph Hill than on made
land near the Ferry Building, both about fifteen kilo-
meters (9;ý miles) from the kn6wn fault source of the 3
shaking. The 'apparent' inten ity on rock at the Cliff
House. and on rock near Colma, four to five kilometers
(2 to- 3 miles) from the fau~lt; was much less than at
the Ferry Building on the made land. Other similar
variations were very evident...."

I
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Wood, Harry O., Earthquake of March 10', 1933, Bulletin ofthe Seismological Society of America, Vol. 23, lo. 2,p. 5 I9;3.

."Along the shore between Long Beach and NewportBeach, and in a few localities near by a short distanceinland, road fills across marshy land, and similarearth construction resting on wet sand or mud, settled,I shook apart, or moved laterally, causing considerabledamage to the concrete highway surfaces, and to theapproaches to highway bridges, which, being betterU founded, were less affected ....

Callaghan, Eugene, and Vincent P. Gianella, Earthquake ofJanuary 30, 1934, Nevada, Bulletin of the Seismological'Society of America, Vol. 75, No. 2, pp. 164-165, April1935.

3 "This earthquake provided an opp-ortunity to obtaindata on the relative perception of shocks on the sur-face of the ground and underground in the mines. Asthe principal shock occurred during the noon hour whenmost of the miners were at the surface, no data on' itare available. The miners were all agreed, however,that such shocks as they felt were stronger at thesurface than underground. Miners in a tunnel at Mari-etta reported that they felt obliged to st'eady them-selves during the strong foreshock but were less con-cerned about the shock and heard less noise thanpersons at the surface. Miners at Silver Dike scarcelynoticed shocks underground that were acutely percep-II tible to those at the su-rface. It seems probable thatthe difference in perception of shocks between thesurface and underground may be related to a decrease inI amplitude of surface earthquake waves with depth muchas the amplitude of water waves decreases from thesurface downward."

Engle, IH. M., Earthquake of October 1935, Montana, Bulletinof the Seismoloqical Society of America, Vol. 26,I . No. 2, pp. 102-103, April 1936.

"The mercantile district follows Last Chance Gulchand extends somewhat into the alluvium of the vall-el toU the north. Many of the buildings in the gulch :are onrock or close to rock. On the west side of the' gulchand against the slope of Mount Helena is a newejr resi-dential area; over most of this area structure's are onor close to rock....

1 
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.... The worst wreckage occurred in structures on the
alluvi&l soil toward the valley: the new High Schoolt.
and the Bryant School were completely shattered,
several mercantile buildings were wrecked, and two
buildings at Intermountain Union College were seriously
damaged ......

Fisher, N. H., Earthquake of January 11, 1941, Gazelle Pen-
insula, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, Vol. 34, NO. 1, p. 5, January 1944.

"Perhaps even more informative was the distri-
bution.of the intensity of the shock. Here too al- I

lowance had to be made for various factors which might
affect the apparent intensity, the principal of these
being probably the geological structure of the country.
Buildings on solid rock or other firm foundation showed
much less effect than those on alluvtum, on made
ground, or on pumice, particularly if the underlying
material was not well consolidated...."

Berkey, Charles P., A Geological Study of The Massena-
Cornwall Earthquake of September 5, 1944 And Its
Bearing on the Proposed St. Lawrence River Project,
New York, pp. 7-9, April 10, 1945.

"The accuracy of these limits is complicated by
the fact that the effects of the earthquake are much
more pronounced in those local areas which are under-
lain by marine clays and mixed silts than those under-
lain chiefly by other types of ground. Wherever the
marine clays or silty sands occur chiefly in a con-
siderable body there is much more evidence of destruc-
tive movement than in adjacent areas underlain by other I
types bf ground, no matter where they are situated.

"Furthermore, because of their manner of origin,
there are different patterns of distribution of the
different members of the overbuvrden. The larger fea-
tures take the form of ranges Of hills separated by
shallow valleys, while the smaller features form,
irregular patches of elevated and low-lying ground.
The major valley-like belts are followed by the streams,
all of' which exhibit the same pattern with a general I
trend nearly parallel to the St. Lawrence River itself,
while 3the minor features of patch-like pattern show nzo
uniformity whatever. In all cases, however, the low I
areas ' of whatever form are the, places whero the loose
marine, silty clays are formed 4nd here the principal
destru ctive effects of the earthquake- were registered.
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"Thus it happens that even in Cornwall itself, the
major destructive effects are distributed along a'
central zone or strip rather than over the whole city.
A belt through the central portion is known to be
und~erlain by marine clays and associated silts and this
is the part of the city that was most affected by the
earthquake.

"The same principle is recognized over the whole
area of disturbance. Although certain cemeteries, for
example, are so badly affected that a majority of the
monuments show displacement, there are in the immediate
vicinity other cemeteries, but on different quality of
ground, which show very little destructive effect of
any kind. The same observation applies to buildings
and the same would be true of larger installations such
as engineering works if there had been such works in
place. .

"The difficulty in drawing the area more defin-
itely is the fact, as already explained, that surface
disturbance depends largely on the quality of the
overburden,--the looser the material the more easily
disturbed it is; and this difference is prominently
shown in the different parts of the area. under obser-
vation. Virtually all badly disturbed or violenl.ly
shaken or much damaged buildings or other structures
are located on either loose silty outwash or silt-claymarine deposits. No buildings or other structures
located on heavy glacial till were destroyed or badly
damaged.

"The most striking differences of behavior may be
observed in neighboring cemeteries. Those located on
the loose marine deposits are badly wrecked within the
area indicated, whereas those located on comparatively
compact till have suffered little damage. Thait is true
over the whole area and makes it somewhat difficult to
compare different parts of the region one with, another
and to draw boundaries accurately.

"In Cornwall itself, which appears to have' been

violently shaken, there are three cemeteries located on
comparatively loose silty and sandy clays and &li three
show many dislocated monzuments, whercas one ceme.,tery
located just on the east margin of the village 'is
tiiirtually not damaged at all. When this discrepancy
was noticed and the ground was inspected further, it
was found that this cemetery was located on ground of
eiitirely different quality from the others."
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Houtz, R~i- ., The 1953 Suva Earthquake and Tsunami, Bulletinof the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 52,:-•N-o. 1 p. 5, January 1962.

"Most of the earthquake damage occurred in Suvaand :was usually caused by the settling of made gr0und.The !feffects were most severe where structures weresitdated partly on bedrock and partly on fill; in-vari!ably the damage resulted from differential settle-ment. Damage resulted to a lesser extent where twotypes of soil were used under different parts of thestru'cture, for instance, gravel and clay. Buildinigssituzated exclusively on marl bedrock were little dam-aged, although projecting bedrock intensified the •motion by the effect of unrestrained vibration at the Iextremities of the outcrop. Similarly, structures onridges suffered more harm than those sited on the isamematerial in flat areas. Greater damage was incurred on Ialluvium and made ground than on bedrock. The for'e-going information was outlined by the GovernmentArchitect in an unpublished report. " •
Shor, George G., Jr., and Ellis Roberts, Earthquake of Feb-ruary 1956, San Miguel, Baja, California, Bulletin ofthe Seismological Society of America, Vol. 48, No. 2,pp. 112 and 114, April 1958.

*"B-2. Rancho Mezquite. Alluviated area, about 3one mile from granite outcrop, One-room adobe-blockhouse badly damaged, west wall leaning outward awayfrom ithe rest of the bui-lding, chinmey fallen, north- ,east corner of building badly cracked....

""B-2. Ranch 1.? miles north of Rancho Mezquiteturnoff; granite area. No visible damage from outsideof adobe-block house.

"...The hills on the northeast side of the valley aregranite with small patches of metamorphics. The faulttracei lies at the base of these hills, separating'granite from alluvium. On the southwest side of the Ivalle' are volcanic hills. Three adobe houses onalluvium 100 to 200 yards southwest of the fault tracecollapsed completely, the walls falling roughly north- 3west. Failure was through the* mud between the blocks;most of the blocks were intact. Like all the otheradobe. houses in the area, these had no foundations(blocks laid directly on the soil) and only mud betweenthe bHlocks. The roofs were light-weight (corrugatedsteeClor thatch) with a minimumr of wood bracing. Onebrush-and-mud shack on alluviz.im and the other on gran- Iite survived with only some mud cracked off. "
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Poceski, Apostol, Earthquake of July 26, 1963, Skopje,Yougoslavia, Bulletin of the Seismological Society ofAmerica, Vol. 59, No. 1, p. 1, February 1969.
I"The effects of soil characteristics on the in-.tensities of earthquakes have been often observed. Itis well known that the amplitude of ground motion onthe surface can be increased several times over that onbasement rock. These effects depend on the thicknessand softness of the surficial layer; the softer thelayer, the greater is the amplification.

"There have been many examples of soft depositsbeing the main cause of very intensive earthquakedamage. The following may be mentioned as recent ex-amples: the 1964 Anchorage earthquake, where the maincause of destruction was landslide and subsidence ofground (Scott, 1965; Steinbrugge,,1915); the 1964Niigata (Japan) earthquake, where the main cause ofdestruction was subsidence, sliding and liquefaction ofthe sandy soil (Japan Nat. Comm., 1965); and theMexico earthquake of 1957, when soft soil in MexicoCity caused a several fold increase in the intensity(Rosenblueth, 1960)."

Wallace, Robert E., Earthquake of August 19, 1966, EasternTurkey, Bulletin of the Seismological Society ofAmerica, Vol. 58, No. 1, p. 12, February 1986.

"Of 14 relatively new buildings of reinforcedconcrete situated on the- old river channel, 12 col-lapsed and one other waS very seriously damaged. Incontrast, all 12 buildings of similar construction
situated on the bench to the northeast remained stand-ing--some were essentially undamaged and others wereonly slightly damaged. Many chimneys were not eventhrown down. Inasmuch as most of the buildings on theold channel were two stories high, a comparison shouldbe made between the one-story buildings on thea twosites. A small one-story building, on the western sideof the complex near the middle of the channel wasdamaged beyond repair and near collapse. On the otherhand, some similar one-story buildings on the highestpart of the bench were almost unharmed. The conclusionseems to be that there was a decided difference in theshaking on the two sites, but whether the differencewas in amplitude, spectrum, or duration could hot bedetermined.

* 
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"...it-can be noted that, in general, damage was lessinto-nse in the higher topographic areas than in thelowe•r part of the city. In the higher areas, many.buildings remained, standing, and even some of thosemost susceptible to earthquake damage only partiallycollapsed." 3
Lee., Kenneth L., and Joaquin mongee, Earthquake of Octo-ber 17, 1966, Peru, Bulletin of the Seismological;ý;.Society of America, Vol. 58, No. 3, pp.945-946, June1968.

'"In generalZ, both the adobe and the quincha h'ouses.on sedimentary soil were damaged to degree 3 to 4. InLaMolina where the soil was soft clay, and on artificialfills along the banks of the Rimae River, the damage was Iof-the order of' degree 4 to 5. However, on the slopes ofthe hills that surround the city of. Lima, where the-foundations were essentially sound' rock, the damagý- wasconsiderably less: of the order of degree 1 to 2.;
* "...There was virtually no damage to these types ofhouses which were built on the hill slopes on soundrock foundations. When founded on sedimentary soils inthe Lima area, the damage was of the order of degree Ito 2. On poor fill material the degree of damage was |as high as 3."

Ortiz, Francisco, Earthquake of December 28, 1966, Chile, IBulletin of the Seismological S'ciety of America,Vol. •58, No. 3, p. 857, June 1968.

1.'Taltal lies at the mouth of Quebrada de Taltal.It isi built mostly on poorly consolidated sand and'gravel deposits representing valley-floor alluvium andassociated stream terrace deposits, which rise to aheight of about 10 m above the valley floor. A smallpart of the town is built on bedrock. A strip ofartificial fill has been emplaced along the beach. The Itrace'of the Atacama fault trends across the southernpart of town, approximately along Martinez Street. 3
"The few buildings constructed on bedrock sus-tained no recorded damage. Otherwise, no clear-cutrelation could be establishLd between geologU/ anddamage to manmade structures -in the town, except thatthere is a slight indication that damage was greatestin the area underlain by aritificial fill along theocean front and along the trace of the Atacama fault.A small swale developed in a small hole opened alongthe trace--presumably due to subsidence of a filledprospect pit."

2
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Guha, S.K , P. D. Gosavi, and S. C. Marwadi, Earthquake of
October 29, 1968, Koyna, Fifth World Conference,
Vol. 1, p. 493, /S2.

"...From the analyses of seismograms of a few selected
local tremors equidistant from each of the four identi-
cal electromagnetic seismographs working in the Koyna
seismograph net it could be inferred that the recorded
amplitude of ground motion is governed by the nature of
local foUndation material and is amplified about twice
and four times on literitic and alluvial foundationo
respectively when compared to basaltic foundations(1).
Nature and extent of damages to structures in the
present earthquake have corroborated these observa-
tions...."

Gordon, David W., Theron J. Bennett, Robert B. Herrmann, and
Albert M. Rogers, The South-Central Illinois Earthquake
of November 9, 1968: Macroseismic Studies, Bulletin of
-the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 60, No. 3,
p.-966, June 1970.

"The intensities associated with the Hovember 9
earthquake substantiate the often-observed relation
between intensity and ground conditions:. relatively

.high intensity corresponds to topographically low a-eas
underlain by thick, saturated sediments; relatively
low intensities are experienced in dry upland areas
uiderlain by bedrock at shallow depth...."

Gordon, David W., Theron J. Bennett, Robert B. Herrmann,
and Albert M. Rogers, The South-Central Illinois
Earthquake of November 9, 1968: Macroseismic Studies,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
Vol. 60, No. 3, p. 964, June, 1970.

"At Braden, a crossroads on bottomland (elevation
460 ft) 7 miles west of Dale, the earthquake cracked
plaster and toppled the TV antenna on the roof of the
Robert Sturm residence. Extensive china and glassware
breakage occurred inside the Sturm home. An older home
nearby lost its chimney. During the earthquake, waves
with crests moving east to west were observed on Lake
Jay, an artificial lake P mile wide adjacent':to Braden.
No apparent damage was evident at Flannigan jchool,
located in the hills (elevation 560 ft) I mii~e west of
Braden, or at the Shell Rural Hill water flood plant
(elevation 540 ft) 1 mile northeast of Braden."
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Guha, S. K., P. D. Gosavi, and S. C. Marwadi, Earthquake of
April'13, 1969, Kothagudem, Fifth W1orld Conference,
Vol.

"...Decrease of intensity at least by one unit in MMkI
Scale! (from VI to V or IV) could be observed while
crossing over the boundary between less elastic sedi-
mentaiy formations to highly elastic crystalline I
rocks. ... "

Nazarov, Ai. G., B. K. Karapetian, N. K. Karapetian, V. L'.
Maatsakanian, S. A. Pirouzian, D. N. Roustanovich, S.
A. Shahinian, and L. V. Shansouvarian, Earthquake of
1969, Zanghezour, Fifth World Conference, p. 8, /12$?.

"...Cracks in the diluvial layer on the hill-slope in
the epicenter of the earthquake are' shown in Fig. 1while Fig. 2 illustrates heavily damaged two-storeyhospital building in the town of Kajaran...."

Guha, S. K., P. D. Gosavi, and S. C. Marwadi, Earthquake
of March 23, 1973, Broach, Fifth World Conference,
Vol. 1, p. 495, /q7_?,

"...Residential buildings in Broach town situated in
localities where the underlying soil was moist and
slumpy suffered heavy damages while structures resting
on comparatively hard and dry soil in the same area I
escaped with only moderate to slight damages...."

Ballinger,;G. A., C. J. Langer, and S. T. Harding, Eastern
Tennessee Earthquakes fifom October to December, 1973,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
Vol. 66, No. 2, p. 525, April, 1976.

"...The intensity VI locations in Alcoa were on filled
land, but the northeast-trending VI zone through
Maryville is in line with the local surface faults and
a local topographic ridge. Focusing by the topography
is a possibility here (see, e.7g., Boore, 1972; Rogers
et al., 1974).

"Main-shock focal mechanism solutions. Seventeen
P.-wave first motions were obtained for the main shock
of November 30, 1973. Sixteen of these readings are
within Pn range,... "
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APPENDIX B

U
RELATIONS BETWEEN MAXIMUM HISTORIC EARTHQUAKE, PEAK ACCELERATIONS,

EPICENTRAL INTENSITY, AND GEOLOGY

3 Several investigators have attempted to obtain a relation between ground

motion and rock classification on a most general basis. Trifunac & Brady 4

defined three classifications, e.g., "soft," "intermediate," and "hard"

local geologic conditions. Unfortunately they elected to combine shallow

and deep alluvium into one group (0), the significance of which will become.

fl apparent later in this discussion. The results of this study indicate that,

disregarding the large dispersion of the data, the accelerations are

U relatively highest on "intermediate" sites, of intermediate value on "hard

rock" sites, and lowest on "soft" sites. The velocities indicate generally

the exact opposite, i.e., lowest on hard rock sites, highest on soft rock

sites. Murphy & O'Brien5 arrived at similar conclusions from a study which

utilized a slightly different approach, classifying crystalline rock under

."hard rock," sedimentary rock, and thin alluvium under "intermediate" and

deep alluvium under "alluvium." They observed that horizontal accelerations

are considerably lower for "alluvium" than for either "intermediate" or

3 "hard rock." Further spectral analysis performed by the above investigators

present a much more qualitative picture of the earthquake phenomena. The

3 results show that the peak accelerations and short-period spectral

amplitudes at the "hard rock" sites and "intermediate" sites are

significantly higher than those observed at a comparable "alluvium" site for

3 short periods while the trend is reversed for long periods. It was also

noted that significant short period amplification may occur on thin alluvium

I
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sites. The authors conclude that intensity may correlate much more strongly

with response spectral amplitudes in a limited period band than with any

single peak amplitude parameters. A study undertaken by Mohraz 7 shows

similar results. Mohraz notes that "The maximum acceleration amplification

for less than 30 feet of alluvium on rock is approximately 40 percent

greater than that for alluvium and about 33 percent greater than that of

rock," and that "Based on the statistical studies of a number of earthquake

records, it is shown that for low- and intermediate-frequency regions [long

and intermediate periods] the spectral bounds for rock deposits are

substantially'lower than those for alluvium deposits. This difference

results partially from the slight differences in the amplifications, but

mainly from the appreciable differences in the v/a and ad/v 2 ratios of the

two sites." (Where a = acceleration, v = velocity, and d = displacement of

the peak ground motion observed.)

It should be noted that the above relations between geologic conditions and

v/a, ad/v 2 ratios are corroborated by the Trifunac-Brady4 study when

subjected to a similar analysis. Results of this study probably would have

shown better agreement with both the Murphy & O'Brien5 and the Mohraz 7 data

had the authors chosen to differentiate between thin alluvium (less than

30 feet thick) and deep alluvium.

The fact that present interpretations still leave much to be desired is

expressed by Evernden et a1 3 in discussing the San Fernando earthquake data:

"It is our opinion that there is a tendency to be overly influenced by the

accelerometer above Pacoima Dam...while ignoring the fact that the house

nearby suffered essentially no damage. In some ways, that house was a far
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more significant instrument for measuring ground motion than was the

accelerometer." Similar statements are listed at the end of appendix A.

In order to define the earthquake induced ground motion for the SATP, Law

Engineering Testing Company 8 and TVA have performed an evaluation of the MM

intensity of the 1897 Giles County earthquake and concluded that the

epicentral intensity was an MMI VII-VIII. A report issued by the USGS 11 on

the same subject is not as conclusive in defining the MM intensity. For

example J. L. Coffman and C. A. Von Hake summarize their findings by

assigning an MMI VIII to the earthquake because of changes in springs in the

epicentral areas and numerous reports of fallen chimneys; however, they

state also that much of the chimney damage should be rated MMI VII. 0. W.

Nuttli concluded that he would classify the earthquake as an MM VII-VIII.

R. J. Brazee classified the earthquake as an MM VIII and stated that he

would categorize it as a weak eight. G. A. Bollinger, who has done

extensive work on the Giles County quake, classifies the quake as an MM

VII-VIII.

The epicentral area of the May 1897 Giles County earthquake is reported as

being between Narrows, VA, and Pearisburg, VA. The New River runs between

Narrows and Pearisburg and all transportation routes and development follow

the river valley. Mountains rise abruptly on either side of the valley and

even today have not been developed. Research disclosed that the town of

Narrows occupied the lowland (flood plain) adjacent to the river.
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Pearisburg, VA, is situated in a limestone valley. The rock depth in the

valley variesover short distances as is typical of limestone areas. In

order to eval.uate the epicentral overburden thickness, seismic refraction

surveys were .performed and data from 450 borings along Interstate 81 in the

same formations were reviewed. These borings showed that the minimum

overburden thickness was in the order of 0-10 feet, the maximum overburden

thickness was! over 100 feet, and the average thickness was about 25-307 feet.

The geologic .setting of the epicentral area of the May 1897 Giles Coun ty

earthquake clearly shows that:

1. The development of the two towns was along the New River and in a.

limestone valley.

2. The intenfsities reported are representative of thin alluvium sites.

Similar geologic settings occur for the other towns which were assigned

intensity ratings of VII due to the May 1897 Giles County earthquake.

Radford is situated along a stretch of the New River where alluvium and

terrace deposits extend laterally for about 2 miles away from the river and

occur at elevations over 100 feet above the river level. Pulaski was

situated along the low land adjacent to the Peak Creek and the town area has

been filled to its present level. Christianburg is situated in a limestone

valley similar to Pearisburg. An inspection by TVA revealed that in the

center of town, adjacent to the city hall, a new structure is being founded

on piles which extend in excess of 30 feet below the general street levels.

This is in line with the estimated overburden thickness at Pearisburg.
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A striking example of the difference in intensity for shallow rock and loose

overburden towns for the Giles County earthquake is provided by comparing

the towns of Fincastle and Bedford. Both towns are northeast of the

epicentral area with Bedford 80 miles distant and Fincastle 60 miles

distant. Both towns are rich in colonial heritage and were population

centers before the turn of the century. Both towns still contain numerous

similar structures that were built during the 19th century. Fincastle is

situated on a limestone interbedded with sandstone. Rock is evident in

outcrops over much of the old town area. A new town hall in Fincastle is

founded on rock at a depth of 8 feet. Bedford is situated in Piedmont

residuum with overburden thickness of approximately 30 feet. Fincastle was

assigned intensity IV; Bedford was assigned intensity VII.

Summarizing the above observations:

1. Local historical intensity data is alluvium biased and the Giles County

earthquake MM VIII is no exception.

2. The assignment of the epicentral intensity of the May 1897 Giles County

earthquake as MM VIII intensity is conservative, and represents thin

alluvium characteristics.

3. The Giles County earthquake reports indicate that the MM intensity is 2

to 3 units greater on thin alluvium than on rock which agrees with other

earthquake intensity reports listed in appendix A.

Thus, when estimating peak accelerations associated with the reported

intensity, the above observations should be taken into consideration.
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II

APPENDI C

I SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA FOR THE SEQUOYAH, WATTS BAR,

AND BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The three nuclear power plants in question are situated in the Southern

Anpalachian tectonic province. The largest earthquake recorded in this

f province is the 1897 Giles County, VA, earthquake. The maximumrground

acceleration which could be expected from this earthouake was originally

H defined as 0.14 g. During the course 'of NRC's review process for Sequoyah

fl the maximum ground acceleration was increased to 0.18 g in the high

frequency range. Figures 5 through 11 show the manner in which this peak

acceleration was translated into the SSE design response spectra used at the

plants. A maximum ground acceleration of 0.18 g was used at all three

plants as shown in the response spectra. The response spectra used at

Sequoyah are based on artificial earthquakes which have a modified type

Newmark spectra shape (pre-regulatory guide 1.60 spectra). The spectra used

at Watts Bar are the Newmark type spectra (pre-regulatory guide 1.60

spectra). The spectra used at Bellefonte are based on the regulatory guide

1.60. Table 1 shows that the damping ratios used at Sequoyah and Watts Bar

are more conservative than the regulatory guide 1.61 damping ratios. The

damping values at Bellefonte are the same as the regulatory guide 1.61

values.

Examination of the response spectra shows that justification of the spectra

used at Sequoyah will also demonstrate that Watts Bar and Bellefonte are

justified since their spectra are more conservative than Sequoyah. All
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three plantsare located on rock sites. The rock foundations are very

competent (shear wave velocities of 6000 fps or greater). Considering the

different damping ratios used at Sequoyah versus the regulatory guide, the

response spectra at Sequoyah are about equivalent to a regulatory guide

spectrum anchored at 0.15 g. Figure 12 is a comparison of the response

spectrum used to arrive at the design specifications for concrete structures

at Sequoyah and the NRC Regulatory Guide spectrum; the Sequoyah spectrum is

based on 5% damping while the Regulatory Guide allows 7% damping. Figure 13

is a similar comparison for steel structures; the Sequoyah design spectrum

being based on 1% damping while the Regulatory Guide calls for 4% damping.

This discussion is appropriate to sites which are sufficiently far from the

earthquake fault such that the near source, very high frequency

accelerations have dissipated. Little recorded data for the near-field is

available; to our knowledge, pairs of acceleration in the near-field are not

available at all.

Newmarkl 0 notes: "Peak values of ground motion may be assigned to the

various magnitudes of earthquake, especially in the near vicinity of the

surface expression of the fault or at the epicenter. However, these motions

are in general considerably greater than smaller motions which occur many

more times in an earthquake. Design Earthquake response spectra are based

on "effective" values of the earthquake initensities of accelerations,

velocities and displacements, which occur several times during the

earthquake, rather than isolated peak values of instrumental reading. The

earthquake hazards selected for design are about 1/2 to 1/3 the expected

isolated peak instrument readings."
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There have been very high accelerations recorded in the near-field, such:a~s

at Pacomia Dam in the San Fernando earthquake of 1971. These high

accelerations have been associated with high frequency motion, and since

rock is more capable of transmitting high frequencies, one could surmise

that maximum accelerations would be higher on rock than soil in the

near-field. Examination of the near-field motions show that these high

Iaccelerations are associated with one or a few high frequency spikes which

dissipate rapidly with distance from the fault, reference 6, 15. These high

frequency spikes have not caused damage and are not of a long enough

I duration to cause damage.

Reexamination of past practices to convert intensity to design spectra is a

complex issue because of the high level of activity in academic research

which has been generated by the advent of nuclear power.

Figure 1 is a graphic representation of the relationships which have been

suggested by diverse researchers on the subject. Cursory examination tends

to indicate that both the Trifunac-Prady
4 and the Neumann 9 relationships

follow a mean trend among relationships plotted. However, when comparing

the relationships to available strong motion data, it is the Murphy-O'Brien

I relationship which deserves the designation of most likely estimate for the

following reasons:

a. To assign a certain level of confidence to empirical formulae a

5 • statistical analysis of the data is necessary. If the distribution of

the data cannot be ascertained, little can be said about the fit of the

5 formula. Trifunac-Brady4 chose to compute an arithmetic mean of the
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data thus rendering the significance of the standard deviation useless.

Murphy & O'Brien6 noted that the logarithm of the data fits a normal

distribution, thus the use of their proposed relationship between

intensity and acceleration can be assigned a specific confidence level.

b. The use of the Murphy-O'Brien 5 formula appears to agree with the mean

acceleration levels tabulated by Trifunac-Brady. The use of the

Trifunac-Brady4 relationship appears to fit the "mean plus one sigma"

value tabulated by the authors.

However, b4oth the above discussed relationships would apply if

appropriate constraints are applied, i.e., to an intensity MM VIII the

Murphy-O'Brien 5 equation assigns a horizontal peak acceleration of

0.15 g. Since Trifunac & Brady chose to relate upper bound values of

peak acceleration to intensity ratings, it would be reasonable to assign

the lower estimate of intensity to the 1897 Giles County earthquake.

Thus to an intensity MM VII the Trifunac-Brady4 equation (I) assigns a

horizontal peak acceleration of 0.13 g. To demonstrate that these

values are reasonable estimates of the peak acceleration which can be

expected at the sites, it will be shown that similar values can be

arrived at by using the upper bound peak acceleration which caused the
t

assignment of intensity MM VIII at the epicenter and relate those to the

nuclear power plant site characteristics. According to Trifunac-Brady4

the intensity MM VIII was the result of an earthquake with a horizontal

peak acceleration of 0.26 g. Noting that this acceleration is anchored
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to t.hir alluvium the same earthquake would cause a peak acceleration of

0.17 g at a hard rock site according to Mohraz 7 .

The fact that accelerations at depth on solid rock are less than those

experienced at ground level is a fairly well accepted fact although the

exact characteristics of this phenomenon are not well known. The

seismology department of the University of California, Berkeley, has

embarked on a data acquisition program using deep borings to measure

acceleration at different depths'to study the attenuation/amplification

characteristics of geologic formations. Figure 14 is a preliminary

release of signals obtained from one of these borings which shows

conclusively how the amplitude diminishes with depth.

In discussing whether the acceleration is higher on rock or on soil as it

applies to this particular site, the discussion should be restricted to

pairs of accelerations (accelerations on rock and soil near each other

during a given earthquake or accelerations measured with depth at a given

site during a given earthquake). If the accelerations .are taken in pairs,

the influences of travel path, local geology, and local topography can be

minimized.

The first pair of measured peak accelerations were obtained from the Humbolt

Bay Nuclear Power Station (Figure 15). The horizontal components of the

free field surface accelerations were recorded as .25 g and .36 g (or an

average of .3 g), reference 16. The corresponding peak acceleration

components recorded on the base slab of the refueling building ,were .12 g

and .16 g (or an average of .14 g). There was a soil-structure interaction
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study done fbr this site prior to the earthquake and the recorded values

compare well' with the calculated values (reference 17). The soil-structure

interaction btudy also showed that the free field acceleration in the dense

sand at the elevation of the reactor build base slab was approximately the

same as that~of the base slab. This indicates soil-structure interaction

was only a minor influence in the attenuation of the peak acceleration.

The site of the Joseph Jensen filtration plant, at the Balboa Water

Treatment Plant (BWTP), experienced a similar response during the San

Fernando earthquake in 1971. During major shock, instruments were not

available to 'record accelerations. Instruments were, however, set up for

recording aftershock. One instrument was located on the Saugus formation

and the other on soil. The Saugus formation is not rock since it has a

shear wave velocity of approximately 1550 ft/sec, it is, however, stiffer

than the soil. The soil is made up of insitu material and compacted

backfill. The instruments are shown schematically in Figure 16 and are

separated approximately 1200 feet.

The instruments recorded eleven aftershocks ranging in magnitude from 3.2 to

4.9. For the aftershocks, where sufficient data was available,

amplification factors were determined by taking the ratio between the'soil

and Saugus accelerations. These amplification factors are shown in Figure

17a and range from .98 to 4.15 as indicated in Table 2. The average value

of' the amplification factors, considering the E-W and N-S components of the

aftershocks, are shown in Figure 17b.
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The acceleration at the top of the Saugus directly below the instrument

located on the soil can be expected to be less than or equal to the

acceleration recorded at the Saugus surface.

The San Fernando earthquake of February 9, 1971, has been assigned a

magnitude of' 6.5 or 6.6. The distance from the zone of maximum energy

release to BWTP has been estimated to be five miles. (Because the

earthquake occurred on a thrust fault, at an angle of approximately 45

degrees, distance to nearby sites is difficult to assess..) In contrast, the

distance of BWTP to the instrumental epicenter is approximately 8 miles.

Using the relationships summarized in reference 18 indicates that the

predominant period of motions arriving in rock at the site is approximately

0.3 second. The maximum acceleration in rock is approximately 35 percent g.

The maximum acceleration in the Saugus formation (such as at the location of

Instrument No. 1) would be expected to be somewhat higher than that

estimated for rock. The near-surface Saugus at BWTP does not correspond to

what would normally be classified as rock., The maximum acceleration in

Saugus during the February 9 earthquake isestimated to be approximately 40

percent g.

A ground response analysis of the soil profile in the vicinity of Instrument

No. 2 was conducted assuming a maximum acceleration of 40 percent g in

Saugus. The variations of modulus and damping values with strain utilized

in the analyses of aftershocks were also used in this analysis. The soil

conditions in the vicinity of Instrument No. 2 and the computed
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response values are shown in Figure 18 which indicates a computed maximum

ground surface acceleration of approximately 49 percent g.

Again, the recorded and calculated results indicate an attenuation of

acceleration with depth.

The same type of response is observed due to underground explosions

(reference 15). Figure 19 shows a pair of stations 183 m apart and sited

respectively on dacite (an igneous rock) and 13.1 m of mine tailings (fill).

The stations have recorded input ground motion from more than twenty

individual nuclear detonations located about 100 km away. The peak ground

acceleration levels vary by a factor of about 2 at the two recording"

stations with the station on fill recording the higher values.

Observations from Japan show the same general trend. Some of these

observations have been obtained from recordings with depth at a site

(reference 19) where one instrument is located on the surface and the other

instruments are located in a bore hole. The acceleration time histories

shown in Figure 20 were obtained under these conditions at Urayasu, Chiba

Prefecture. The ground at this site consists of a silt stratum about 30 m

thick, under which is a hard sand stratum.. This recording is said to be

typical.

The ratio of earthquake acceleration obtained at the ground surface to that

underground was between 2 and 4 at Urayasu, and observations carried out

subsequently at various locations have given about the same results. Thus

it has been confirmed that there are predominant periods and amplifying
.i
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effects in~alluvial strata, so that acceleration underground is generally

fl smaller than acceleration at the surface, with the ratio being more or less

in the range previously mentioned.

Another example of acceleration attenuation with depth is shown in

H Figure 21. This record was obtained at Sadagai, located 150 kmnortheast of

o Tokyo.

The rock in this area is liparite and the surface portion is somewhat

H weathered. The record shown in this figure is that of an earthquake with an

epicenter in Chiba Prefecture. It was taken at the ground surface and 38 m

below in the underground powerhouse there. The waveforms of both records

fl contain components with periods of 0.4 second, while the acceleration

underground is reduced to 45 to 40 percent of that at the ground surface for

the components associated with period of 0.3 to 0.5 second. The diminution.

g of amplitude with depth is similar to that in an alluvial stratum, but the

point which differs from the records of alluvial layers is that the

fwaveforms above and below ground are very similar and the characteristic

effects of a surface layer can scarcely be recognized. Therefore, the

amplification in this case is not considered to be due to a multi reflection

phenomenon of the surface layer type.

The maximum accelerations recorded at various locations in Tokyo City

(reference 15) due to the Higashi-Matsuyama earthquake are shown in

Figure 20. The numbers at the base of each building indicate the maximum

recorded accelerations, in gallons, at the base of each structure. The

average accelerations of the buildings founded on Tokyo gravel layer, upper.
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Tokyo layer, and alluvium show a consistent increase going from the lower-

stiffer layers to the upper softer layers, The same trend is shown on the

upper portion of the city where the buildings are founded on upper Tokyo

layer and Kanto-loan.

Similar recordings were obtained during the February 4, 1975, Haicheng,

China earthquake, reference 16.

"Recorded accelerations on soil were greater than those on rock at a similar

distance by a factor of about 2.3 for horizontal motion, and 2.4 for

vertical.."

From the above comments we may conclude that when pairs of acceleration

records of a singular event are examined, the data of a particular site

indicates that, generally, the amplitudes are less on rock than on soil.
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TABLE 1

DESIGN DAMPING RATIOS FOR SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE

Component Damping in Percent

SQN WBN Reg Guide

Steel Containment Vessel 1 1

Concrete Shield Building and Internal
Concrete Structure 5 5 7

Other Welded Steel Structures 1 2 4

Bolted Steel Structures 2 5 7

Other Reinforced Concrete Structures 5 5 7

Vital Piping Systems 1/2 1/2 2&3
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TABLE 2

ACCELERATION VALUES OBTAINED FROM AFTERSHOCKS

E-W Component
Acceler- Acceler-

N-S Component
Acceler- Acceler-

Average E-W & N-S .Compdnents.,
Acceler- Acceler-

Date

{•o

{

3/6/71

.3/6/71

3/25/71

3/26/71

3/28/71

3/30/71

3/31/71

3/31/71

4/1/71

4/1/71

4/15/71

Magni-
tude

4.3

3.4

3.9

2.9

3.4

3.7

4.9

3.2

3.7

4.0

4.1

Distance ation
to Site, in
Miles Saugus

ation Amplifi- ation
in cation in

Fill Factor Saugus

ation Amplifi- ation
in cation in

Fill Factor Saugus

2.25

3.50

1.50

1.50

0.25

3.25

4.50

6.50

7.50

6.40

7. l0

1.6

5.8

3.2

5.3

9.5

0.8

2.5

7.1

2.1

6.2

1.5

3.4

7.4

11.8

2.1

2.9

2.4

3.7

1.31

1.07

1.06

1.40

1.24

2.62

1.48

1.1

6.4

3.6

5.6

8.0

0.7

1.4

9.4

2.4

6.5

2.0

3.5

11.8

13.8

2.9

1.8

3.5

2.9

2.18

1.02

0.98

2.11

1.73

4.15

2.07

1.35

6.1

3.4

5.45

8.75

0.75

1.95

8.25

2.25

6.35

1.75

3.45

9.6

12.8

2.5

2.35

2.95

3.3

1.67

1.0O4

1.02

1.76

1.46

3.34

1.69

ation Amplifi-
in cation

Fill Factor

Notes: Acceleration values in percent of gravity.
Amplification factor designates ratio of acceleration in fill divided by acceleration in Saugus.

m m M m m m M M m m M M M m m M m m m
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